Short-term program at
Anahuac Mayab University
June10th – July 16th, 2019
Merida, Yucatan

Universidad Anahuac Mayab is the largest private university in the Southeastern part of the Mexican Republic.
The campus is located in the beautiful Merida, capital of
the state of Yucatan, center of cultural, business & healthcare activities, one of the safest cities in Mexico, proudly
named the First American Capital of Culture and the host
city of the 17th World Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates
in 2019.
The university has partnerships and academic exchanges
with more than 180 international institutions in 30 countries. It belongs to the Anahuac International Network
integrated by 13 universities in Mexico, Spain, Italy, Chile
and the United States. Our network has an international
educational system, which extends in 18 countries and
serves more than 100,000 students from the kindergarten to the graduate level.
Due to its geographic location, Yucatan is a destination
open to the world, allowing a fast and secure aerial,
marine and terrestrial connectivity.

MÉRIDA, A GREAT PLACE
TO LEARN SPANISH.
About the program
Spanish Language Course
Cost: MXN $5,250
6 mexican credits / 5 weeks / 45 hours program
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 10:20 am to 1:20 pm
Due to its geographic location, its history, the rich cultural life
and an authentic Mexican atmosphere, Merida is the ideal place
for combining Spanish study and holidays.
The Spanish Language Course is given with an instructor and
firsthand practice in the four communicative skills. Our classes
are practical and dynamic and are based on communicative
techniques. The objective is to facilitate the means for our
students to function to the best of their ability in a language
other than their own.

Optional Course:

Global Issues - social, political
and economic issues
Cost: MXN $6,600
6 mexican credits / 5 weeks / 45 hours program
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 8:30 to 10:10am
Students will discuss the world current events and future challenges, focusing on Mexico and Yucatan realities. They will
identify the global challenges the humankind currently has and
how can be faced.
Students will analyze the world social and economic trends.
They will position Mexico and the Yucatan Peninsula region in
this context.

SUGGESTED
ACCOMODATION
Hotel Ibis Styles Galerías
Cost: MXN $799 per night.
(To be paid directly to the Hotel)

Single room with breakfast included
https://www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-A7V8-ibis-styles-merida-galerias-opening-august-2018/index.s
html
Located within the Plaza Galerías shopping mall with cinema, casino, sport
center, restaurants and boutiques, just 25
minutes from the airport, 20 minutes
from Puerto Progreso Beach and 1 hour
from Yucatán archaeological sites.

Room with two or one double bed,
duvets, relaxing pillows, LCD flat-screen
TV, television package including the
main channels, air conditioning and hair
dryer.
*To consider: the location has easy access to
Anahuac Mayab bus and public transport.

TRANSPORTATION
The University provides adequate
transport services for their students,
through diverse routes with comfortable
schedules to and from the University.
Rates, routes and schedules can be
found on the website:
http://mayabus.anahuacmayab.mx/

OPTIONAL
EXCURSIONS
AND TRIPS*
*Subject to availability

Chichen Itzá

(MXN $2,085 approx cost)
The Pre-Hispanic City of Chichen-Itza is a
cultural UNESCO World Heritage Site in
Mexico. It is located in the Yucatan region and
is attributed to the Mayan civilization. The site
was inscribed by UNESCO in 1989 and is visited
by an average of 2 million tourists annually.
Chichen Itza was recently named one of the
New 7 Wonders of the World.

Dzibilchaltún

(MXN $1,306 approx cost)
Dzibilchaltun Ruins are located near the colonial city of Merida, Yucatan. It was a large
settlement and still occupied when the Spanish
arrived during the 1500s. Archaeologists estimate there were as many as 200,000 inhabitants and 8,400 buildings during its history
with artifacts dating back to the middle of the
classic period (700 – 800 A.D.) Highlights are
the large plaza, sacbe trails, the Temple of the
Dolls, and the Open Chapel, an unusual amphitheater shaped structure.

Uxmal

(MXN $1,885 approx cost)
Compared to other ancient Mayan cities in the
Yucatan Peninsula, Uxmal was shorter lived. It
is however considered one of the most important Mayan sites. It also has the designation of a
Unesco World Heritage site.

Celestún

(MXN $1,985 approx cost)

Coastal town located northeast the peninsula
retains its quiet fishing village atmosphere. The
most popular thing to do in Celestun is to visit
the excellent Ria Celestun biosphere reserve,
where you can explore mangroves, look for
crocodiles, and visit enormous concentrations
of flamingos!

Izamal

(Pueblo Mágico)
(MXN $1,500 approx cost)
In Izamal you will be setting foot on the city of
the Three Cultures, since this is where the vestiges of its Pre-Hispanic origin coexist harmoniously with the mark of its Colonial past, and the
force of its present as the only inhabited ceremonial center. You can admire the yellow ochre
and white, which for locals is a way to preserve
its light and project it to the future.

For more information, please contact:
Tania López
International Office – Incoming Students
exchange@anahuac.mx
Tel. +52 (999) 942 4800 ext. 419
international.anahuacmayab.mx/en/

